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ABSTRACT

The current invention is intended solely for outdoor use. The light weight tent has four sides. The one person tent consists of tent like material. The tent contains one minni cooler for hot and cold beverages. It comes with a folding chair and a folding table. On each side of the tent it has plastic windows to look through. The tent comes with a pull down tarp that can come down when bad weather arrives. The tent may have a team logo on the top front. The tent can be used for sporting events, camping, leisure and relaxation. It is held down by poles and ropes with spikes. Many colors may be an option. The current picture doesn’t show the ropes and poles to keep the tent from moving around.
ONE PERSON TENT

[0001] My One Person Tent Would Have Tent Like Material Or Canvas. The plastic windows could have clear plastic material to look through it. The chair inside of the tent can be made of lawn chair products that can be folded for easy storage. The mini table can be made of hard plastic for sturdy usage and for continuous use of the table. A cooler can be small to medium size for cold or hot beverages. The pulldown tarp is meant to keep the person out of the weather like rain or wind. Rust proof beams and long lasting ropes with spikes will anchor the tent so it will not fall apart.

[0002] This tent is meant for sporting events or outdoor camping events.

1. I claim my one person tent invention has four sides.
2. I claim my one person tent invention has a cooler, table and a chair.
3. I claim my one person tent invention has four plastic windows on each side of the tent.
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